PROCESS BOOKLET

Eva Bakke Negård
Surrounding wall

Surrounding courtyard

Mirroring the existing

Inner courtyard
Green inner courtyard. New roads and squares to create public passages

Closed off inner courtyard with several different passages through.

Suggestion of program and an outer rim of buildings surrounding.
A living factory - transformation through collective living in an urban village.
Introducing a new tower
Program diagram.

Different people with different needs.
KITCHEN/CANTEEN
- For everyone

AUDITORIUM AND CAFE
- For everyone and public

WORKING COLLECTIVE
- Living and working together
- Shared workshop and office space
- Self building

EXPERIMENTAL
- Open plans to build walls as you want
- Plans decided by each floor

FAMILY FLATS AND HOUSING FOR REFUGEES
- Playrooms
- Common rooms...

COLLECTIVE
- Own bedroom, sharing bathroom and kitchens and livingrooms

ELDERLY
- Own bedroom (single or couple)
- Sharing kitchens and livingrooms
The wood in the columns of the tower continues to connect the rest of the building.
Development of concept and program
Tower positions
Tower studies
Interior views
Apartment plans and interior
Green backyard space